In January 2004, the Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) was equipped with a high-order adaptive optics (AO) system built in collaboration with the National Solar Observatory/Sacramento Peak (NSO/SP). The hardware is almost identical to the AO system operated at the NSO Dunn Solar Tower (DST) incorporating a 97 actuator deformable mirror, a Shack-Hartmann wave front sensor with 76 subapertures, and an off-the-shelf digital signal processor system. However, the BBSO optical design is quite different. It had to be adapted to the 65 cm vacuum reflector and the downstream postfocus instrumentation. In this presentation, we describe the optical design, demonstrate the open-and closed-loop AO performance, and use image restoration techniques to illustrate the image quality, which can be achieved with the new AO system.
Introduction
Ground-based imaging of the Sun is severely limited by wave front phase deformations induced by the Earth's turbulent atmosphere. Thus, the attainable spatial resolution for most solar observations in the visible wavelength range is associated with diffraction limited apertures of only about 10 cm. However, a spatial resolution of the order of 0.1 , which corresponds to the pressure height scale and the photon mean free path of the solar atmosphere, is needed to answer many fundamental questions in solar physics. Therefore, it is mandatory to correct the wave front deformations in real-time allowing longer exposure times, which in turn enable higher signal-to-noise ratios, increase the dynamic range, and improve magnetic sensitivity and photometric accuracy. Real-time methods cover image motion stabilization systems such as correlation tracker systems (e.g., von der Schmidt & Kentischer 1995; Ballesteros et al. 1996) and the much more complex AO systems designed to compensate for higher order wave front deformations (Acton & Smithson 1992; Rimmele 2000; von der Lühe et al. 2003; Scharmer et al. 2003; Keller et al. 2003; Rimmele et al. 2004; Berkefeld et al. 2006) .
Although AO systems are designed to provide diffraction limited imaging, in practice their performance can vary over a broad range -from virtually no improvement to almost diffraction limited quality. The performance of solar AO systems is compromised mostly by technical insufficiencies and limitations, e.g., the finite temporal response, inadequate spatial wave front sensor sampling, a limited number of degrees of freedom, irregularities of the mirror shape, etc. External factors limiting the performance are the prevailing meteorological conditions at the observing site such as the distribution of the strength and altitude of the atmospheric turbulence (anisoplanatism) and the correlation between turbulence and wind speed.
In particular, the integrated optical turbulence along the atmospheric propagation path, which depends on the height profile of the site-specific index of refraction structure constant C 2 n , plays an important role in the ability of an AO system to overcome the image degradation caused by optical turbulence. Based on the Kolmogorov theory of turbulence both the isoplanatic angle θ 0 and the Fried parameter r 0 can be expressed as integrals over the C 2 n profiles (Fried 1966) . Physically θ 0 represents the largest angle between two locations on the Sun for which the distortions along the respective atmospheric propagation paths are the same. The Fried parameter r 0 characterizes the seeing conditions and can be understood as the aperture of a telescope that would be just diffraction limited. For low-altitude atmospheric turbulence the AO correction can extend substantially beyond the isoplanatic patch size (e.g., Chun 1998). Higher order modes are typically associated with atmospheric turbulence caused by strong shear winds at the altitude of the jet stream, which is about 10 km above the ground (e.g., Roadcap & Murphy 1999) .
Generally, AO systems can only operate in a partially compensating mode implying a residual wave front error. In addition, AO systems are necessarily imperfect, since the number of corrected modes is finite and consequently higher order modes are not corrected. The determination of this residual wave front error (e.g., Löfdahl et al. 2000 ) is therefore an important task. It not only leads to a better understanding of the performance of an AO system but can lead to a system with much better compensation in combination with post-facto image restoration techniques such as speckle masking imaging Puschmann & Sailer 2006) and phase diversity or blind deconvolution techniques (van Noort et al. 2005) .
Depending on the strength of the anisoplanatic effects the compensation of an AO system remains field dependent and typically decreases with increasing radial distance from the lock point of the AO system. In this context image restoration techniques are useful tools to minimize these effects and in some applications, they can even measure the residual wave fronts. This is one reason to combine image restoration techniques and AO supported observations (e.g., Denker et al. 2005) .
The paper is organized as follows: In §2, we briefly describe the telescope and discuss one of the major problems, i.e., the pupil stability, which had to be solved first to enable proper functioning of the AO system. §3 is dedicated to the optical layout of the Coudé light path, the AO imaging system, and a detailed description of the AO components. In §4, we show some of the first observations obtained with the AO system and apply the speckle image restoration technique to demonstrate the image quality, which can be achieved with the existing system. We also briefly discuss the problems usually encountered when applying speckle techniques to already AO corrected data sets. In §5, results of a preliminary performance study are presented based on a comparison between the subaperture shift values in open-and closed-loop operation, respectively. The conclusions are summarized in §6.
BBSO 65 cm Vacuum Reflector
The telescope is based on a typical Gregory-Coudé design. A simplified sketch of the optical layout is shown in Figure 1 . The focal length of the primary telescope mirror TM1 is 2.5 m resulting in a f -ratio of f /3.85. The focal length of the secondary mirror TM2 is 0.23 m leading to an effective focal length of 32.5 m and a final f -ratio of f /50 providing a plate scale of 6.3 mm −1 in the Coudé focus. A 59.9 mm diameter pupil image is formed close to the folding mirror TM3 in the hat section. The pupil image contains the secondary obscuration, which is 20% of the diameter of the entrance aperture, and the spider pattern from the four support trusses of the secondary mirror and the heat stop assembly. Currently, the telescope aperture is stopped down to 60 cm.
The telescope produced a pupil wander across the deformable mirror DM as large as 4 mm every 15 min, which translates into a pupil shift in the morning and afternoon of about 75% of the diameter of the central obscuration. This effect dramatically hampered the performance and operation of the AO system. The pupil wander is primarily caused by a misalignment of the right ascension and declination axis of the telescope. Since the right ascension and declination axes did not properly intersect, the two flat folding mirrors TM4 and TM5 inside the Coudé box (see Figure 2 ) changed their respective positions during the day. This leads to a misalignment of the optical and mechanical axis with changing declination. To suppress the pupil wander and ensure a stable beam over an acceptable time period, i.e., the whole observing day and longer, we modified the Coudé box by adding remote-controlled actuators (Picomotor actuators by New Focus) to the fixed Coudé mirror TM5. In addition, the two flat mirrors TM4 and TM5 were replaced by new mirrors from Linos Photonics with higher optical quality (λ /10) and coated with protective silver, which has 96% reflectivity in the near infrared. We developed a laser alignment procedure for the motion controlled mirror TM5, which can be carried out about once a week without sunlight. After alignment, the pupil displacement was minimized to a point, where AO supported observations became possible.
Optical Design
In the following, we concentrate on the optical layout of the AO system and post-focus instrumentation illustrated in Figure 2 as designed by Didkovsky et al. (2003) and Ren et al. (2003) . The first pupil image forms 3.5 m in front of the Coudé focus (see §2). The lens L1 re-images this pupil onto the first active element in the light path, which is the tip-tilt mirror TT, which also acts as a folding mirror feeding the light vertically down into the Coudé laboratory. The second pupil image on the TT has a diameter of 25 mm. The lens L2 forms an image of the Sun at the filter wheel position FS1 and changes the beam from an f /50 at the Coudé focus to an f /13 at the filter wheel position. The filter wheel is remote-controlled and currently accommodates six positions including a grid target, a pinhole, an adjustable iris, a closed position to interrupt the light path, and two open positions. The lens L3 forms a third pupil image (60 mm diameter) on the DM. The Sun is (almost) collimated after L3. The flat mirror M1 folds the light from vertical to horizontal onto an optical table. After the DM, the light beam falls onto a dichroic beamsplitter plate BS1, which divides the light path into two beams feeding on the one side the wave front sensor WFS and the Visible-light Imaging Magnetograph VIM, and on the other side the InfraRed Imaging Magnetograph IRIM. The visible part of the spectrum is reflected, while the infrared part is transmitted. L4 forms an image of the Sun, which is relayed by the negative lens L12 just behind a 10/90% beamsplitter BS2 to a field stop FS2. In addition, L12 forms a virtual image of the pupil at about 4 m before L12. The 50/50% beamsplitter BS3 is used to direct light to a high-cadence CCD camera for broad-band observations in combination with VIM. After FS2, the light beam enters another transfer optics L13 and L14 to provide the right image scale for the Shack-Hartmann wave front sensor WFS. It consists of an adjustable field stop FS3, a lens L15 forming a pupil image P6 on the lenslet array LA, a re-imaging lens L16 collimating the sunlight, and a detector CCD2.
High-Order AO Systems
An AO imaging system is a complex optical and electronic system based on the combination of a wave front sensor measuring the wave front deformations, a processor unit mapping the WFS measurements into real-time control signals, and a deformable mirror, whose face sheet can be modified at high speeds in response to electrical signals sent by the processor unit. Except for the optical layout, the BBSO system is (more or less) a twin of the high-order AO operated at NSO/SP. Detailed description of the latter can be found in Rimmele (2000) and Rimmele (2004) .
Image Motion Compensation
The low-order compensation system incorporates a tip-tilt mirror and the respective control electronics. The piezo-electric tip-tilt platform is a fast and compact tilt unit manufactured by Physik Instrumente (PI) providing precise angular movement of the top platform in two orthogonal axes. The tilt range is ±1 mrad with sub-µrad resolution. The platform is designed for mirrors up to 50 mm diameter and features angular stability over a wide temperature range. The tip-tilt mirror is located in the pupil plane and currently also acts as a folding flat feeding the light vertically down from the dome floor to the Coudé laboratory. This solution reduces the number of optical surfaces and allows for fast image motion compensation with high bandwidth. In principle, the DM can compensate for image motion as well, but this would reduce its bandwidth and dynamic range. 
Higher-Order Compensation
The higher-order compensation system employs a flexible mirror with a 77.5 mm clear aperture manufactured by Xinξ tics TM . The DM is placed in the pupil plane, i.e., the conjugate plane to the turbulent layer close to the telescope aperture. The mirror figure is controlled by 97 actuators made from lead magnesium niobate ceramics with ∼7 mm pitch. The actuators deliver 4 µm of mechanical stroke at 100 V with a maximum inter-actuator displacement of 2 µm. The numbering scheme is shown in Figure 3 . The 2 mm thick mirror surface is made of silver-coated ultra-low expansion (ULE) glass providing an average reflectivity of >95% in the visible wavelength range (400 nm to 750 nm).
Wave Front Sensor
The AO employs a correlating Shack-Hartmann WFS, which is sensitive to the gradient of the wave front phase across the pupil. The wave front phase itself is obtained by using a modal phase reconstructor. A lens matrix ( f ∼ 24 mm) placed in the pupil plane creates 76 images of the same solar surface region. The geometry is depicted in Figure 3 . The 76 images differ only by the induced phase aberrations corresponding to the location inside the pupil plane/aperture. The design of the telescope results in a rotating and centrally obscured pupil with a spider structure. Therefore, the four innermost subapertures are completely shadowed. The impact of pupil obscuration and spider rotation are usually accounted for in the reconstruction algorithm. However, an adapted reconstruction matrix was not available at the time of the observations. As a temporary solution the subapertures were masked by zeroing the corresponding x-and y-shift vectors. Thus, the AO system is slightly less sensitive to Zernike modes, which have large contributions in the central area. At the moment, the spider structure and its rotation is not taken into account.
The WFS detector is a custom developed high-frame rate, 1280 × 1024 pixels Photobit PB-MV13 CMOS imaging sensor. The camera has 10 parallel output ports for fast readout. Only the central 200 × 200 pixels are used for imaging at a ∼2500 fps image acquisition rate, i.e., the entire array is read out in just 400 µs. The number of pixels per subaperture is software selectable. Subaperture sizes of 16 × 16 pixels and 20 × 20 pixels can be used ).
Control System
The DM and WFS are connected through a control system consisting of two parts: a real-time processor and a graphical user interface (GUI). The GUI (VisualC++) allows to control the subsystems and provides access to important system parameters. The real-time processor unit calculates the relative xyshifts with sub-pixel accuracy by cross-correlating each individual subaperture against a reference (subaperture 31 in Figure 3 ) in the spatial domain. The reconstructor computes the appropriate corrections and sends the control signals in real-time to the DM. Because of the parallel architecture of the problem, a DSP system is used to sense the wave front and provide the DM control signals. DSPs feature high processing power and high data throughput, which is essential to achieve low latency and high bandwidth. Furthermore, the DSP approach can be easily expanded to a larger system by just adding additional DSP processor boards. Thus, the system is very flexible. The DSP system is an off-the-shelf system based on the ADSP-21160 SHARC DSP (Hammerhead). The 76 subapertures of up to 20 × 20 pixels size are processed by 40 DSPs organized in clusters of four DSPs. Each DSP processes two subapertures. The DM actuator voltages are updated ∼ 250 µs after the last pixel of the 200 × 200 pixels image array has been read.
High-Spatial Resolution Imaging

Observations
The observations were taken in a red continuum window at 600 nm with a 10 nm passband (FWHM) interference filter manufactured by Melles Griot. Data acquisition was accomplished by a a high-speed, large-format, 1024 × 1024 pixels, 12-bit CCD camera manufactured by DALSA. The fieldof-view (FOV) was 79. 5 × 79. 5, which corresponds to an image scale of 0. 078 pixel −1 . According to the Rayleigh criterion θ = 1.22 · λ /D the diffraction limited resolution of vacuum reflector (stopped down to 60 cm) is ∼ 0. 25 at 600 nm. Since the Rayleigh criterion is derived from the separability of point source, we usually use another resolution criterion θ = λ /D ∼ 0. 21, which is based on the diffraction theory of circular apertures and more appropriate when imaging extended scenes. In both cases, the data is slightly oversampled.
Speckle imaging requires exposure times, which are short compared to the correlation time of day-time seeing. We took sequences of short-exposure images (∆t = 10 ms) with a 30 s cadence. Each sequence consists of a series of 100 short-exposure images, which were selected from a total of 200 images by applying a frame selection algorithm based on the rms-contrast of The following data processing steps and the combination of speckle masking imaging, frame selection, and high-order adaptive optics (AO) have been discussed in detail in Denker et al. (2005) for a similar observing run at the DST. Therefore, we only give a brief summary of the image processing procedure and reference the underlying theory.
Image Reconstruction
We used the speckle masking method (Weigelt 1977; Lohmann et al. 1983; de Boer 1993) to obtain the Fourier phases of the object and applied it to AO corrected images. The Fried-parameter r 0 was derived with the spectral ratio technique (von der Lühe 1984). To measure the Friedparameter, the observed spectral ratios are compared with tabulated theoretical values of the speckle transfer function (STF, Korff 1973 ) and the average short-exposure modulation transfer function (MTF, Fried 1966) . In Denker et al. (2005) , we discussed the spectral ratio technique in the context of AO observations and its effect on the photometric accuracy. The spectral ratio compares the long-exposure power spectrum with the average short exposure spectrum. The azimuthal average of the spectral ratio is computed for every isoplanatic patch. Its FWHM gives and indication of the field dependent AO correction. This information can be used to semi-empirically scale the STFs and achieve a reasonable photometric accuracy across the FOV.
Semi-empirical STFs are not the best way for the amplitude calibration in speckle masking imaging (Puschmann & Sailer 2006) . Based on the results by Wang & Markey (1978) for the long exposure transfer function (LETF), the Korff model (Korff 1973) for the STF was analytically modified to take into account the correction of an arbitrary AO system. The performance of the correction can be adjusted in the model by parameters, which can be extracted from the WFS data of the specific AO system. Using a Monte-Carlo integration algorithm to solve for the LETF as well as the STF, models for spectral ratios are calculated. In this way, a look-up table of transfer functions and spectral ratios for different seeing and correction conditions is generated. The models are fitted to the measured spectral ratios using a weighted least squares fit. In the first step, we identify the lock point of the AO system and estimate the Fried parameter r 0 from subfields far away from the lock point. In a second step the level of correction is estimated. Once these parameters are known, the proper STF is chosen from look-up tables. The details of this method will be elaborated in depth in a forthcoming publication.
The amplitudes of the object's Fourier transform were corrected according to the classical method of Labeyrie (1970) . A detailed description of the technical aspects of the phase reconstruction algorithm is given by Pehlemann & von der Lühe (1989) . Because of the effects of anisoplanatism the whole FOV is divided into partially overlapping subfields that are individually reconstructed (von der Lühe 1993). A sensitive noise filter is applied during the calculation of the phases (de Boer 1996) . Back-transformation of the modulus and phases of the object's Fourier transform yields a mosaic of speckle reconstructed subfield scenes that are subsequently patched together.
Results
In Figure 4 , we present a comparison of a long-and shortexposure image acquired with the high-order AO system at BBSO. As an example, we show a small part of active region NOAA 10808 observed at coordinates S 11 • E 17 • on 2005 September 13. The insert in the left panel of Figure 4 shows the granular rms-contrast of the 100 sharpest images out of a sequence of 200 short-exposure images acquired within in a time period of just 15 s. Note that the descending order of the rmscontrasts are an artifact of the frame selection algorithm. Granular contrasts in the range of 2.8% to 4.0% at 600 nm indicate good observing conditions during the data acquisition. A more detailed description of the seeing conditions is deferred to the following section (see Table 1 ).
The background image in the left panel of Figure 4 is the average of these 200 images corresponding to an effective exposure time of 1 s. Exposure times in the order of 1 s or more are typically encountered in spectroscopic or polarimetric applications. The right panel of Figure 4 displays the image with the highest rms-contrast out of the sequence of 100 short-exposure images. Note that in both, the long-and short exposure images, the lock point is clearly discernible. Even though the frameselected image already contains spatial information close to the diffraction limit of the 65 cm telescope, image restoration techniques such as phase diversity methods (e.g., van Noort et al. 2005) or speckle interferometry (e.g., Denker et al. 2005) can further improve the spatial resolution and quality of these shortexposure images. This is accomplished by separating high frequency information related to the object from the randomly distributed frequencies related to the atmospheric turbulence. Since different spatial frequencies are recovered at different locations in the Fourier domain for individual images, an image with higher spatial resolution can be restored from the ensemble of short-exposure images. Figure 5 demonstrates the image quality that can be achieved with for instance the speckle masking technique. In Figure 6 , we present first results using the new field dependent models for the estimation of the Fourier amplitudes. The left panel displays the reconstructed scene. A pore with a rudimentary penumbra located close to disk center. In this case, we applied a speckle masking algorithm, which uses STFs adapted to AO corrected observations. In order to visualize the field depended efficiency of an AO system, we take advantage of the fact that image reconstruction techniques work on small subfields that are restored individually and than patched together. In case of the speckle technique a burst of 100 single subfield images contribute to one restored subfield scene. Prior to the reconstruction process the individual 100 subfields must be aligned and centered on each other. We calculate the variance of the magnitude of the shift vector for each of the the 15 × 15 subfields and show the result in the middle panel of Figure 6 . The image is interpolated to match the size of the speckle reconstruction (960 × 960 pixels). Figure 6 visualizes the field dependence of the variance (middle panel) and the level of correction (right panel). In both quantities, we detect a more or less symmetric behavior around the lock point. The subfield variances are small very close to the lock point and then increase with radial distance away from the lock point. However, the fluctuations of the variance across the FOV do not only reflect the performance of the AO system but are biased by the fact that a correlation analysis works more efficient on high contrast structures such as pores. The level of correction is increased on a much more extended area close to the lock point where a lot of fine structure in the (abnormal) granulation can be identified. The estimation of the level of correction is based on the comparison of power spectra in the spectral ratio technique and is thus influenced directly by the finestructure contents of the solar FOV under consideration. This is particularly true for the azimuthal average of non-isotropic power spectra (e.g., sunspot penumbra). The intersting topic of quantifying the AO correction based on the spectral ratio technique will be discussed in a paper that is currently in preparation (Denker et al. 2006a) , which also includes a detailed comparison of the NSO/SP and BBSO twin high-order AO systems.
AO System Performance
The AO control system offers the option to write real-time system information, e.g., x-and y-subaperture shifts and/or actuator control signals, into the memory of the control computer. We employ the captured x-and y-subaperture shifts only for the following preliminary study. The x i (t)-and y i (t)-shift and thus the shift vector of the ith subaperture measured at time t, is determined with respect to a reference subaperture (subaperture 31 in Figure 3 ) and is directly related to the magnitude of the wave front gradient vector over the ith subaperture by
where r i (t) = x 2 i (t) + y 2 i (t) is the magnitude of the shift vector for the ith subaperture at time t, f is the focal length of the subaperture lens (lenslet array), k = 2π/λ , and λ denotes the wavelength. The aperture-averaged shift vector
is referred to as "global tilt". The subaperture FOV of 26 × 26 is mapped to 20 × 20 pixels. The shift vectors are determined for all 76 subapertures shown in Figure 3 including the central obscuration of the secondary mirror pod. In the subsequent data analysis, the shift vectors corresponding to the central obscuration (subapertures 33, 34, 43, and 44 in Figure 3 ) are set to zero and not taken into account when calculating the global tilt. During a time period of about 10 min we captured 13 data files with the AO WFS and CCD camera on 2005 April 29. The first six data files were taken in closed-loop operation (AO-on) while the last seven data files were taken in open-loop operation (AO-off). Each data file consists of a 8666 individual data sets acquired at a cadence of about 2500 fps covering a time interval of just 3.5 s. The xand y-shifts are saved in fractions of a pixel with two signifcant digits. In all calculations, we used a telescope aperture of Figure 7) . The Fried-parameters r L 0 and r T 0 were derived from differential image motion measurements according to Equations 3 and 4. The D/r 0 and r 0 values were obtained from fits to the variances of the Zernike coefficients (see Figure 8) assuming Kolmogorov-type atmospheric turbulence. ∆ is the average wave front error in radians 2 derived from the variances of the Zernike coefficients. 60 cm (see §2) and a wavelength of 550 nm. Note that some of the results must be considered with the following caveat: seeing conditions for AO-on and AO-off data files could have been very different because they were not taken in an alternating manner. However, our impression during the observations was that the seeing was very stable during the 10 min period when the WFS data was acquired.
Global Tilt Analysis
In the upper left panel of Figure 7 , we compare the global tilt r i,t averaged over the entire aperture (72 subapertures, four subapertures neglected because of the central obscuration) and over time (all 8666 individual values) for the entire data set with the AO system turned on and off, respectively. The gray background indicates the 1σ variation in the data set, which corresponds to the temporal variation in the measurements due to seeing. The AO corrected data shows an average decrease of the 1σ variation of a factor of about seven compared to the uncorrected data. Note that the shift values captured with the AO system operated in open-loop include the tip-tilt component of the seeing, imperfections of the optical system, and a component due to image rotation in the Coudé laboratory, since the reference frame was taken about 10 min to 15 min earlier. This explains the slow increase of the mean global tilt towards the end of the observing run.
To further illustrate the system performance the upper right panel of Figure 7 shows the temporal behavior of the global tilt based on two data sets consisting of 8666 individual measurements. The open-loop data clearly shows variations on time scales in the range of 200 ms to 300 ms. Inspecting the corresponding power spectrum of the open-loop global tilt we can identify peaks at frequencies of 4.3 Hz (∼ 230 ms) and 1.4 Hz (∼ 710 ms). We relate this to telescope shake caused by wind buffeting, which is more pronounced in the declination axis. Note, that these frequencies do not show up clearly in the power spectra below because of the logarithmic scaling. The AO-off variances of the corresponding x-and y-component of the global tilt (VarX and VarY ) differ almost by a factor of three. The closed-loop global tilt is reduced by a factor of six and shows almost no variation in time. Differences between the variances of the corresponding x-and y-components are reduced to a negligible amount. In the lower panel of Figure 7 we compare the power spectra of the corresponding x-(left panel) and ycomponent (right panel) of the global tilt. In both components, we find power signals at 100 Hz and 400 Hz. In particular, the y-component shows additional peaks at 60 Hz and at 200 Hz that are insignificant or much reduced in the x-component.
Seeing Characterization
Preliminary attempts to characterize the seeing conditions at a lake-site observatory were presented in Denker et al. (2003) , who compared seeing characteristics derived from wave front sensing, solar scintillometry, and imaging data. However, an AO system was not operational at that time. In the following, we simplify the WFS geometry, treat it as a Solar-Dual Image Motion Monitor (S-DIMM, Beckers 2001) and employ the WFS measurements in open-loop operation to quantify the seeing conditions. The theory of night-time DIMMs has been described in Sarazin & Roddier (1990) , who derived the following equations for the relation between the differential image motion and the Fried-parameter r 0
and
where Σ 2 L and Σ 2 T are the rms-values of the differential image motion along and perpendicular to the line between the two subapertures. We selected four pairs of subapertures with indices (2, 74), (3, 75), (29, 38), and (39, 48) according to the numbering scheme in Figure 3 . We used the D = 6.0 cm for the subaperture size with a separation of d = 54.0 cm. These are the approximate dimensions of the DIMM geometry mapped onto the pupil image. We average the Fried-parameter r 0 over the four subaperture pairs to improve the accuracy of the measurements. The results are tabulated in Table 1 for each of the seven open-loop data sets. r L 0 and r T 0 are the Fried-parameters (see Table 1 ), which were derived for the lateral and transverse differential image displacements.
Another approach to characterize the seeing is to recover the wave front from the WFS measurements using a reconstruction matrix. The wave front is parametrized by a finite expansion into Zernike polynomials Z j (where j is the mode ordering number) with the ordering and normalization scheme introduced by Noll (1976) . The Zernike polynomials find frequent application in the description of classical aberrations in an optical system and in the representation of wave front deformations caused by the turbulence in Earth's atmosphere. A linear least-squares problem is solved by standard singular value decomposition (SVD, Press et al. 2002) to determine the coefficients of the wave front expansion from the shift values. The pupil geometry on the WFS was taken into account including the central obscuration and partially illuminated subapertures. We neglected the shadowing of the spiders and only corrected their influence by taking new flat field frames every 30 min. Our reconstructed wave fronts are parametrized with Zernike polynomials up to j = 35 modes. The actual modal phase reconstructor used in the AO system includes 48 Zernike modes. We expect to measure and correct contributions from even higher modes once we have resolved some issues related to the proper pupil size at both the location of the DM and WFS including a smaller FOV for the WFS to better match the isoplanatic patch size. Therefore, the results presented in this section should be seen as a lower performance limit of the current AO system with a potential for major improvements.
In Figure 8 , we compare the variances of the Zernike coefficients up to j = 35 modes for open-and closed-loop operation. The variances are a factor of about 100 smaller for the AO corrected data. In this graph, all data sets were merged, i.e., six data sets for the AO corrected and seven for the uncorrected observations, to show the trend in the data more clearly. The solid curve is a linear least-squares fit to the trace of the covariance matrix of the Kolmogorov phase spectrum (see Noll 1976 ) with a fit parameter of D/r 0 = 12.10, where D denotes the telescope aperture. Figure 8 clearly shows that the seeing conditions at a lake-site observatory follow the law of Kolmogorov turbulence, which was one of the open questions in the final site survey report for the Advanced Technology Solar Telescope (ATST, Socas-Navarro et al. 2005 ). Since our results were determined from only seven data sets, we intend to repeat this type of measurements on several days from sunrise to sunset, which should settle the questions related to Kolmogorov-type turbulence in the presence or absence of ground-layer seeing. We Table 1 . Summing the variances for all Zernike coefficients provides an estimate of the average wave front error ∆ in radians 2 , which is also listed in Table 1 . Figure 8 is actually very similar to Figure 1 in Rimmele et al. (2003) , which shows observations with the low-order AO system at the DST. For the high-order BBSO AO system, however, the difference between the variances of open-and closed-loop data is much more pronounced, i.e., there is a clear separation between all 35 modes and no cross-over. For the now obsolete low-order AO system at the DST the crossover occurred at mode 15 while the new high-order AO system potentially can correct up to 60 modes.
Fixed Aberrations
Under the assumption that the seeing induced wave front deformations are random in time, the open-loop WFS measurements can be used to measure fixed aberrations of the optical system. We determine for each subaperture the x-and ycomponent of the shift averaged over all seven data sets and all 8666 individual values and reconstruct the average wave front including 35 modes. Figure 9 displays the average shift vector for each subaperture and the reconstructed averaged wave front. The optical aberrations amount to 1.9 rad rms and 11.3 rad peakto-valley (PTV). Major contributions arise from the defocus and 3rd order astigmatism terms, which can be most likely attributed to the entrance window of the telescope. The corresponding values for the AO corrected data are 0.040 rad rms and 0.35 rad PTV, respectively.
Bandwidth
An important parameter to characterize the performance of an AO system is the system bandwidth. The system bandwidth defines how fast the AO system can respond to changes of the wave front deformations. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the temporal power spectra of open-and closed-loop data for selected Zernike modes corresponding to tilt ( j = 2), defocus ( j = 3), 3 rd order astigmatism ( j = 4), and 5 th order spherical aberration ( j = 21). The fall-off of the high-frequency tail of the power spectra follows approximately a power-law with an exponent of −8/3 as indicated in the graphs. The frequency at which the closed-loop spectrum deviates from the power law can be used to define a bandwidth. However, this definition of the bandwidth turns out to be mode dependent (left panel). A more accurate definition of the bandwidth is found by dividing the open-and closed-loop power spectra (right panel) and determining the zero cross-over frequency, which is at about 120 Hz for all modes. Examining the bottom two panels in Figure 10 , we find that the power spectra of open-and closed-loop data become very similar. The power of the low-frequency component of the uncorrected 5 th order spherical aberration term approaches 10 −4 close to the 10 −5 level of the AO corrected data. 
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the BBSO AO system is operational and can be combined with the already developed postfocus instrumentation (VIM, IRIM, and the real-time image restoration (RTIR) system (Denker et al. 2001) ). The system performance has been studied including measurements of the Fried parameter r 0 , temporal power spectra of the Zernike coefficients, residual wave front errors, Kolmogorov turbulence spectra, and direct imaging. The characteristics of the BBSO AO system are summarized in Table 2 .
Especially, the combination of post-facto image restoration and AO correction has produced some of the best data sets obtained at BBSO so far. However, after over 35 years of continuous operation and countless modifications and upgrades, the time has come for a new telescope, which can serve the needs of modern post-focus instruments for high-resolution solar physics. The New Solar Telescope (NST) at BBSO Didkovsky et al. 2004; Denker et al. 2006b ) is now in its construction phase with first-light expected in 2007. The AO system as well as the current post-focus instruments provide the baseline for the NST first-light instrumentation. The design of the NST and its suite of dedicated instruments are tailored towards space weather research, which has been a corner stone of research at BBSO for many decades (Gallagher et al. 2002) . The ATST site survey Socas-Navarro et al. 2005) has identified three sites with excellent seeing conditions for solar observations (Haleakala, Maui, Hawaii; La Palma, Canary Islands; and BBSO). BSSO has extended periods of very good and stable seeing conditions, which enable high-resolution observations of solar activity -a corner stone of space weather research. The NST will complement the proposed ATST (Keil et al. 2003) , which will exploit the excellent conditions seeing and the coronal skies on Haleakala (the future site of ATST) to study the Sun and the solar corona with even higher resolution to address the fundamental physics questions related to solar finestructure.
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